MOLESCROFT PRIMARY SCHOOL

Autumn Holiday Homework Project

FY-Y6 READY STEADY BAKE!
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New Holiday Project

Dear Parents, Carers, Governors, Friends, Staff and Pupils
With the popularity and success
of our writing projects, we are
continuing this half term break
with a new homework task.
We know many of the children
are fans of the ‘Great British
Bake Oﬀ’, so that is our
inspiration.
Over this holiday the Y1 TO Y6
children are asked to do the
following:
1. Choose a favourite bake! It
could be sweet or savoury.
It could be something that
is a home favourite or
something in a shop.
2. Either take a picture of the
bake or draw a picture of it
and bring it to school on the
first day back after the half
term holiday.
3. It would be absolutely
wonderful if children could
actually bake the item (with
mum or dad or maybe a
grandparent) over the holiday.
If this is possible please take
photographs during the
diﬀerent stages. THIS IS

HOWEVER OPTIONAL NOT
ESSENTIAL.
4. Another alternative, maybe if
visiting a cafe and selecting a
slice of favourite baking, to
photograph it. Maybe the
cafe will be pleased to be
recommended in the child’s
writing when he or she returns
to school. The cafe staﬀ may
even have a recipe!
Back at school in the week
following the half term holiday
the children will be writing, in
a manner appropriate to their
age, about this favourite bake.
They may write the recipe with
stage by stage instructions for
making the bake or may write
a descriptive account of just
why this chosen food item is
so absolutely “lip-smackingly”
gorgeous!
Please note If children wish to
write the recipe, they will need
to bring the list of ingredients
with them as well as the
photograph.

Parents of children from Y1 to
Y6 are asked to support the
children in this fun holiday task.
The most important thing
parents and carers can do is to
help the children to choose their
favourite bake.
It is not intended that the
children do the writing at home,
this will be done in school. What
the half term project is to do is
to provide the inspiration to
write.
We hope to share our favourite
bakes with our friends in schools
in Germany.

Children in the
Foundation Year are
asked to bring in a print/
photo if possible of
themselves eating or
baking their favourite cake.
These will go into the
Learning Journals and the
children will add captions
and labels in school.

